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UST BE THE PLACE" 

y By Eorle Reynolds / 
y McKay 281 Pages f 
| The story of the voyage of the PHOENIX | 
* New York i 

| "Dr. Reynolds and his fomily and crew have attempted to assert their rights of individual protest in a X 
£ matter of profound moral and political significance. His cause is not his alone; it belongs to the com- l 
| munity of man." Norman Cousins. *» 

| "Dear Earle: Pasadena. 11 

§ ... When we stood at the dock at San Pedro so mony months ago and watched the GOLDEN RULE 
r put to sea, we had a sense that the ripples from her prow would be significant. We didn't know then, * 

| that another ketch, the PHOENIX then sailing around the world, would join the couse and that two sea- 

| going vessels alone could be a fleet and win a victory. 
I We land-lubbers have an assignment: to encourage the purchase of your book by people who have 
4 not yet heard the whole story ..—Peter Charlton. 
$ Dr. Earle Reynolds 
$ Ushita Machi, 
? Horishima, Japan. 
| A sea yarn—but true. Exciting—forthright—vital 
| Af your book store . • • $4.95 
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United Gas Ads 
Invite Tourists 
and Industries 

to the Gulf South 

Another in the long series of United Gas advertisements promoting 
industrialization and tourist traffic for the Gulf South is appearing currently “ * 

in three national magazines. It is scheduled in the May 26 issue 

of TIME, the June 6 issue ef NEWSWEEK and the June 12 issue ef U.8. 
NEWS A WORLD REPORT. This is one of the ways in which 

United Gas seeks to build the economy of the areas it serves in Texas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida... the Gulf South. 


